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QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE

Help students assess their personal values in relation to a career in physics, examine profiles 
of professionals with physics degrees, and envision themselves in a physics career.

3. Using data from their 
surveys and a matrix, 
students are matched with 
relevant physicist profiles to 
research and discuss.

Learn more at STEPUPphysics.org and register to access instructional support & FAQs.!

6. Students discuss data 
presented by the teacher 
on careers and salaries in 
physics.

1. Students brainstorm careers 
that one can have with a 
physics degree.

2. Students complete a brief 
survey to determine areas 
of interest for their future 
careers.

4. Students discuss new 
careers in physics they 
learned about, and reflect 
on how their perceptions 
of careers in physics have 
changed.

5. CRITICAL COMPONENT:
Students complete a personal 
career profile in which they 
envision themselves as a 
future physicist.

http://STEPUPphysics.org
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CAREERS IN PHYSICS SUPPORTING RESEARCH

Lesson Topic: In this lesson, students will explore profiles of individuals with a degree in physics and identify goals that can be 
accomplished with a physics degree. They will also create their own future career profiles. The goal of the lesson is to help students realize 
the breadth of careers available with a physics degree and envision how a physics degree would help accomplish many goals.

Lesson Evidence: This lesson has been shown to improve students’ future physics intentions (e.g. majoring in physics in college or 
intending physics-related careers) in classes across the US (N=823). Figure 1 shows that both female and non-female students have positive 
gains from the lesson. In addition, the overall gains from the lesson across all students are positive (Cheng et al., 2018). Additional research 
is forthcoming on a larger study (N = 1800 students) that confirms this positive effect.

Teacher Motivations: Quotes about why physics teachers did the lesson.

• “Students don’t realize all the things they can do with a physics degree.”

• “It helps students see that physicists can help the world and work with others.”

• “As a student, I wish I had the opportunity of envisioning my future with physics.”

• “The posters students make as part of the lesson helps recognize students and who they are.”

Figure 1. Percentage gains in female and non-female students’ future physics intentions (towards 
majoring/pursuing a career) due to the lesson.
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Future Gains – Careers in Physics

https://www.compadre.org/per/items/detail.cfm?ID=14769
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LESSON PLAN: CAREERS IN PHYSICS

CONTENT AREA(S): Physics TITLE: Careers in Physics

GRADE LEVEL:  6-8 DATE(S): To accompany any physics- 
related topics

LESSON LENGTH: 60-90 minutes 
(recommendations provided for 45 min 
classes as well–check implementation 
notes below)

OVERARCHING PURPOSE OF THE LESSON
In this lesson, students will assess their values in relation to their future career goals and match themselves 
with profiles of professionals who have pursued a variety of careers supported by their studies in physics. 
Students will examine the profiles to identify transferable traits and skills that can be obtained via a physics 
degree and then create their own career profiles with a focus on how earning a physics degree can help 
them achieve their career goals.
The two STEP UP lessons can stand alone, but if doing both lessons, we recommend doing Careers in Physics first.

Standard(s) Alignment: This lesson addresses NGSS Appendix H – Understandings about Nature of Science
• Science is a Human Endeavor 

• Scientific knowledge is a result of human endeavor, imagination, and creativity.

• Individuals and teams from many nations and cultures have contributed to science and to advances in engineering.

• Science and engineering are influenced by society and society is influenced by science and engineering.

• Scientific Investigations Use a Variety of Methods
• Scientific inquiry is characterized by a common set of values that include: logical thinking, precision, open-mindedness, 

objectivity, skepticism, replicability of results, and honest and ethical reporting of findings.

Performance Objectives
• Students will examine profiles of 

physicists and identify skills and traits 
developed by having a background 
in physics.

• Students will identify ways that a 
degree in physics can support a 
variety of careers.

• Students will create a personal profile 
in which they identify how physics can 
help them meet their career goals.

Assessments (formative and summative)
• Students’ responses during class discussions of physicists’ profiles

• Students’ responses to the Career Goals Survey (Appendix 1) 

• Personal Career Profile and Planning Outline(Appendix 4 – Part 1 and Part 2)

Materials/Resource List ONLINE:
• Sticky notes** of different colors

• Career Goals Pre-Survey (1 device per student: access online)

• Personal Career Profile and Planning Outline (1 per student: Appendix 4)

• Device to look through Physicists Career Profiles (1 device per student: Appendix 3)

• Class whiteboard, projector, computer (for teacher use in discussion and presentation of Physics Careers and Salaries 
Presentation, see Appendix 5 which shows slide thumbnails. Full presentation available at https://engage.aps.org/stepup/
curriculum/careers.)

https://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/Appendix%20H%20-%20The%20Nature%20of%20Science%20in%20the%20Next%20Generation%20Science%20Standards%204.15.13.pdf
https://engage.aps.org/stepup/curriculum/careers
https://engage.aps.org/stepup/curriculum/careers
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Materials/Resource List PAPER:
• Sticky notes** of different colors

• Career Goals Pre-Survey (1 per student: Appendix 1)

• Personal Career Profile (1 per student: Appendix 4)

• Profile Matching Matrix (1 per student Appendix 2)

• Physicists Career Profiles (2–3 copies of each profile is recommended Appendix 3). 

• Class whiteboard, projector, computer (for teacher use in discussion and presentation of Physics Careers and Salaries 
Presentation, see Appendix 5 which shows slide thumbnails. Full presentation available at https://engage.aps.org/stepup/
curriculum/careers.

• Print friendly version of Student Manual, found here (https://engage.aps.org/stepup/curriculum/careers).

Accommodations:
• English Language Learners: Allow extra time for ELL students to complete written responses to prompts, allow extra time for ELL 

students to formulate their responses prior and during discussions, pair them with a student who knows their native language and/
or is willing to help, allow the usage of a device for them to translate.

• Students with Disabilities: Depending on the disability, limit the need to move around the classroom during the sticky note activity, 
situate students where they can clearly see/hear slides and discussions, and allow extra time as necessary.

https://engage.aps.org/stepup/curriculum/careers
https://engage.aps.org/stepup/curriculum/careers
https://engage.aps.org/stepup/curriculum/careers
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES 

LESSON INTRODUCTION: Reveal students’ prior conceptions about the types of careers people who earn a bachelor’s in physics can 
have and have students make a visual representation that can be revisited by the end of the lesson. (est. time = 10 minutes)

BEFORE YOU START: REGISTER FOR STEP UP ONLINE COMMUNITY FOR FULL ACCESS TO RESOURCES.

The two STEP UP lessons can stand alone, but if doing both lessons, we recommend doing Careers in Physics first.

What the Teacher Does 
Day of lesson, in class

Anticipated Behaviors/Responses  
from Students 
In class

Implementation Notes

1. Give each student about 3 sticky 
notes** (of the same color). Ask 
students to write down a response to 
the following prompt: “On each sticky 
note, name a career you can have 
with an undergraduate college degree 
in physics (a bachelor’s degree).” If 
students are unfamiliar with college 
degrees, show slide 1 in presentation 
to help give context.

1. Students will record their responses 
on the sticky notes. Possible answers:

• Scientist, physicist, engineer, 
lab technician, physics teacher, 
researcher, doctor, etc.

• Using terms like “undergraduate 
college degree or college 
diploma” rather than “bachelor’s 
degree” may make this content 
more accessible to students 
without knowledge of higher 
education language

• Important to accept all 
appropriate answers since these 
are only initial ideas. 

• Feel free to record these answers 
in any way you see fit. Some 
ideas for discussing initial ideas 
can be found here: https://www.
cultofpedagogy.com/speaking-
listening-techniques/

• If students need context for 
what a physicist is or does, 
consider showing a video like 
this: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=muyS5oRfqag”

2. Have students post their sticky notes 
in a designated section of the room 
grouping them by common careers 
listed (i.e., medicine/health, laboratory/
research, business/finance, education/
academia). Make note of trends.

2. Students will post sticky notes in 
a designated section of the room 
sorting them by common careers.

3. Open the lesson with a discussion of 
what physicists do (Note: definition of 
a physicist for this lesson is a person 
with an undergraduate college degree 
(bachelor’s degree or higher in physics): 
“We’re going to define a physicist 
as someone with an undergraduate 
college diploma (bachelor’s degree) in 
physics. With that in mind…

A. What do physicists do?

B. Who do you think physicists work 
with?

C. Who is helped by or benefits from 
the work of physicists?

D. What traits/skills do you think 
physicists have that they apply in 
their careers?

“Now we’re going to look at profiles 
of physicists to see how getting a 
bachelor’s degree in physics helped 
them in their careers.”

Students will contribute to discussion 
- consider using randomized calling 
methods such as rolling dice, 
popsicle sticks or playing cards. 
Accept all responses to get at 
students’ prior conceptions. Possible 
answers to prompts: 

E. Physicists are scientists that study 
how the universe works. They 
explore the properties of matter 
and energy as well as interactions 
between objects, from those 
as small as atoms to the entire 
universe itself.

F. Physicists work with other 
scientists/engineers/physicists. 
Some work on their own. Some 
work with students (educators). 
Some work with nonscientists.

G. Physics helps everyone. Other 
scientists benefit by getting new 
knowledge. No-one benefits 
because they work on topics that 
aren’t practical/applicable to 
real-life.

H. Physicists have the following 
traits/skills: smart/logical, 
good at math, good at solving 
problems, good at using 
instruments/machines, ability to 
communicate, ability to work with 
others, and creativity.

https://engage.aps.org/stepup/home
https://www.cultofpedagogy.com/speaking-listening-techniques/
https://www.cultofpedagogy.com/speaking-listening-techniques/
https://www.cultofpedagogy.com/speaking-listening-techniques/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=muyS5oRfqag”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=muyS5oRfqag”
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BODY OF THE LESSON: In this part of the lesson students will examine physicists’ career profiles to learn about the skills that 
can be gained through a physics degree. They will learn about the wide variety of possible careers and skills to be gained from a 
physics degree through discussion with a peer and then the whole class. They will revisit the sticky note activity to explore how their 
conceptions have changed after reviewing the profiles. They will then be assigned to make their own profiles of themselves in the 
future after having earned a physics degree. (est. time = 40 minutes)

What the Teacher Does Anticipated Behaviors/Responses  
from Students

Implementation Notes

Before you start this section: Project 
slide 1 in presentation for students so 
they can see the definitions and order 
of different post-secondary degrees 
and definitions. 

Note: Steps 1 and 2 may be completed 
electronically using the following 
website: https://engage.aps.org/
stepup/curriculum/careers/matching

• ONLY IF USING PAPER, 
PRINT OUT PRINT FRIENDLY 
VERSION OF STUDENT 
MANUAL HERE. 

• This may take a while to 
code their answers and find 
matches. This may need teacher 
intervention. Can also be done 
on Day 1. Matched overnight 
and brought back to continue 
the next day.

• As students read, encourage 
them to use the glossary or STEP 
UP lego word bubbles for words 
they don’t know.

1. Hand out/Click Link and have students 
complete the Career Goals Pre-Survey 
(Appendix 1) 
(about 2 min).

• IF USING PAPER COPIES ONLY: 
Teacher and/or students, use Profile 
Matching Matrix (Appendix 2) to 
code answers to survey and find a 
few profiles with whom they match.

1. Students will complete the Career 
Goals Pre-Survey (Appendix 1 or 
online at https://engage.aps.org/
stepup/curriculum/careers/matching) 
and find their matching profiles.

2. Distribute copies/Have students results 
of the Physicists Career Profiles to 
students (Appendix 3). Direct them to 
the profiles with which they matched on 
website/handouts. They can also search 
the internet for more information about 
the profiled physicist. If students are 
not interested in the profile they are 
matched with, allow them to choose 
another one that interests them.

2. Students will read the profile on the 
Physicists Career Profiles sheet/
web area that matches their survey 
responses and can research that 
profile on the internet for further 
information.

3. Have students read the profile and 
consider the following questions while 
reading their profile: 

A. What is the career of the physicist in 
your profile?

B. What does your physicist personally 
value about his/her degree/career?

C. Who benefits from the work your 
physicist does? How does this 
physicist’s work contribute to 
society? 

D. What skills did your physicist 
gain from earning their degree in 
physics? How did these skills help 
your physicist in achieving their 
career? 

3. Students will answer questions with 
respect to the profile. For possible 
student responses, see responses to 
discussion prompts below.

• Check out the STEP UP 
“Guidelines for Conduct During 
Discussion” poster in English, 
Spanish, and Remote settings

• Here are some great discussion 
methods for whole group 
discussions: https://www.
readingandwritinghaven.com/12-
powerful-discussion-strategies-
to-engage-students

https://engage.aps.org/stepup/curriculum/careers/matching
https://engage.aps.org/stepup/curriculum/careers/matching
https://engage.aps.org/stepup/curriculum/careers
https://engage.aps.org/stepup/curriculum/careers/matching
https://engage.aps.org/stepup/curriculum/careers/matching
https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/APS/2c0c9f07-6428-4f8e-b9aa-a76098a80cd0/UploadedImages/StepUp-English-Poster.pdf
https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/APS/2c0c9f07-6428-4f8e-b9aa-a76098a80cd0/UploadedImages/StepUp-SPANISH-Poster-rev.pdf
https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/APS/2c0c9f07-6428-4f8e-b9aa-a76098a80cd0/UploadedImages/StepUp-Remote-Poster.pdf
https://www.readingandwritinghaven.com/12-powerful-discussion-strategies-to-engage-students
https://www.readingandwritinghaven.com/12-powerful-discussion-strategies-to-engage-students
https://www.readingandwritinghaven.com/12-powerful-discussion-strategies-to-engage-students
https://www.readingandwritinghaven.com/12-powerful-discussion-strategies-to-engage-students
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4. After students review their assigned 
profile, ask them to pair with another 
student in the class to share their profile 
and their responses to the questions.

4. Students will discuss their profiles in 
pairs.

5. Distribute new sticky notes** (about 
3 per student in a color different from 
intro). In a whole class discussion, have 
students share their chosen examples. 
Ask them to write 3 new careers on the 
sticky notes that they hear about or 
share with the class themselves during 
the discussion. Facilitate a discussion 
on goals and career outcomes that a 
physics education achieves. As each 
student shares, focus on having new 
information shared with the class. 

Prompts:
• What new careers did you 

discover from researching the 
physicist profiles? Write them on 
your sticky notes.

Have students ready to respond to 3 of 
the following: 

A. What surprised you about your 
profile?

B. What ideas and goals do you 
believe drive these physicists in 
their careers?

C. How do you think these physicists 
contribute to society and help the 
world? 

D. Who do you think benefits from the 
work of these physicists?

E. Can you infer what skills allowed 
them to accomplish what they did 
in their career?

5, Students will share with the whole 
class and answer the question 
prompts. Students may need 
guidance to read between the 
lines of the profiles to answer the 
questions; the answers are not always 
obvious. Possible answers to prompts 
include the following:

A. A person with a physics degree 
can be a film producer, actuary, 
science writer, YouTuber, 
cardiologist, policy analyst, 
medical physicist, biophysics 
technician, laser scientist, 
teacher, etc.

B. It surprised me how normal the 
physicist was; most physicists 
are not like the Big Bang Theory 
physicists.

C. Values: Physicists are driven by 
being able to contribute to larger 
causes/pursuits, being able to 
help others, being able to work 
with others, independence/
freedom/flexibility to pursue 
interests/passions, being able 
to work in a wide variety of 
areas, and being able to work on 
challenging problems.

D. Contributions: Physicists 
address many societal goals 
like educating the public 
about science, protecting the 
environment, protecting human 
health, entertaining, and building 
the economy.

E. Beneficiaries: Physicists can 
benefit everyone, other scientists, 
the companies physicists work 
for, and the specific group they 
serve in their career (ex: patients 
for those in medical field).

F. Possible skills/traits: Physicists 
use skills like scientific reasoning; 
problem solving; creative, critical, 
analytical, and quantitative 
thinking; and have the ability 
to collaborate with others, 
communicate through writing and 
speaking, and do mathematical 
modeling.
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6. Allow students to post the new 
sticky notes in the designated 
location (grouping them by common 
careers). This should provide a visual 
representation of the breadth of careers 
pursued by individuals with a bachelor’s 
in physics. Compare and contrast with 
the sticky notes from the start of class. 
Emphasize that careers in physics 
include professions that benefit 
humans, society, and the Earth.

6. Students will post the new sticky 
notes in the designated location 
(grouping them by common careers).

• Possible responses: Anticipate 
that responses will be expanded 
to include the careers profiled 
in the lesson, but they may still 
include the original examples  
(ex: scientist)

THIS MAY BE A GOOD PLACE TO STOP FOR A 45 MINUTE CLASS. THE ASSIGNMENT BELOW WHICH IS CRITICAL TO 
LESSON MAY BE DONE FOR HOMEWORK OR THE FOLLOWING DAY. YOU CAN ALSO HAVE STUDENTS WORK ON IT 
LITTLE BY LITTLE AND PRESENT WHEN YOU THINK IT IS APPROPRIATE.

7. Critical Lesson Component: 
Creating Personal Career Profiles.  
Ask students to identify a career that 
they have an interest in. Challenge 
them to incorporate a physics degree 
into the pathway to their chosen career. 
What would their profile look like?

The students will be creatively 
imagining their futures with a physics 
degree. This may be somewhat 
contrived, but this is an essential 
component of the lesson, especially 
Part 2 of the profile. It allows 
students to consider the possibility 
of a physics degree in a more serious 
way. If there is a high likelihood that 
it will not be completed at home, 
then it is recommended that you set 
aside class time for this activity.

7. Students will imagine their own 
careers and think of ways a physics 
degree can help. It is recommended 
that students type out their Personal 
Career Profiles (prior work has found 
students will write more in-depth 
profiles when they type them out.)

• Encourage students to be 
creative. Will you allow them to 
present their profile using video, 
act out a skit, encourage them 
to use science materials in the 
room to take a picture for the 
profile? Ever used Thinglink, 
Prezi, Canva or other apps to 
create interesting presentations? 
These can be interesting ways 
for students to show their work 
and meet the rubric in ways more 
interactive than a traditional 
presentation.

• Students find it really impactful 
if the teacher completes their 
own Personal Career Profile and 
shares it before student do their 
assignment.

8. Distribute Personal Career Profile and 
Planning Outline (Appendix 4). Part 
1 can be used as scaffolding to Part 2 
if necessary. Part 2 can be completed 
at home. Make it clear that Part 2 of 
the profile will be posted in class so 
students should make it professional 
and presentable. You may want to 
make a profile of yourself to share with 
the class as well. 

8. Students will fill out Part 1 of the 
Personal Career Profile and 
Planning Outline (Appendix 4) in 
class. Students complete Part 2 
(this can also be done at home). It 
is expected that not all students 
will have a clear idea of pathways 
to their chosen career. Suggested 
websites for students to use in their 
career exploration are listed in the 
bibliography.

9. When students have completed Part 
2 of the career profile, ask them to 
share their profiles with a peer. After 
collecting the profiles, post them in 
the classroom. Have students make 
their profile into a poster on cardstock 
or poster board to make it sturdier for 
display.

9. Students will share their profiles  
in pairs.

https://www.thinglink.com
https://prezi.com/
https://www.canva.com
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LESSON CLOSURE: In this part of the lesson the teacher will present information about the advantages of pursuing a physics degree at 
the bachelor’s level and how it benefits career prospects in a variety of ways. They will then reflect on any surprising aspects of the lesson 
through a brief writing exercise. (10-15 minutes)

What the Teacher Does Anticipated Behaviors/Responses  
from Students

Implementation Notes

1. Give a brief presentation on Physics 
Careers and Salaries Presentation 
(Appendix 5; slides available for 
download at https://engage.aps.org/
stepup/curriculum/careers).

1. Students will listen to the 
presentation and respond to 
any embedded questions in the 
presentation.

• Feel free to customize and make 
the presentation interactive using 
NearPod or Prezi or other apps 
and software

2. Have students complete an exit slip 
reflection answering the discussion 
questions at the end of the 
presentation (last slide).

2. Students will write their responses to 
the exit ticket questions at the end of 
the presentation.

EXTENSIONS

**Potential tech enhancements to activities

spsedtech.wordpress.com/2013/08/24/socrative-and-wordle-on-day-one-getting-to-know-your-students/ - This article describes 
how to use Socrative and Wordle to make a word cloud, which could be used in place of the sticky note activities in the lesson

polleverywhere.com or Mentimeter can automatically make word cloud from open-ended questions, which can be used in place 
of the sticky note activities in the lesson.

https://aps.org/careers/guidance/index.cfm - The American Physical Society page showcases more careers in physics, including a 
career guide where you can request a physical copy or download a digital version.

^^Additional activities/extensions

classtools.net - This site has simulators that can be used to enhance the lesson such as a headline generator, Facebook profiles 
(Facebook mimic), Twister (Twitter mimic), SMS generator (mimic text message exchange), that could be used to extend the 
personal profile creation component or enhance the lesson. 

Physicists To-Go: If you would like an actual physicist to virtually visit your classroom to talk about any physics content topic, career paths 
in physics, or science practices, we have a program for you. Check out Physicists To-Go and have one of the profiles come to life.
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Career Goals Survey       

Q1.  Mark two areas you are most interested in:

 ❏ a. Medicine/Health   

 ❏ b.  Biology  

 ❏ c. Chemistry

 ❏ d. Physics

 ❏ e. Astronomy

 ❏ f. Engineering

 ❏ g. English/Writing

 ❏ h. Finance/Business/Consultancy

 ❏ i. Administration/Management

 ❏ j. Arts/Media

 ❏ k. Academia/Education

 ❏ l. Technology/Computer Science

 ❏ m. Law  

 

Q2.   Mark the three most important factors for your 
future career satisfaction:

 ❏ a. Making money  

 ❏ b. Helping other people   

 ❏ c. Having job security  

 ❏ d. Working with people  

 ❏ e. Having lots of family time  

 ❏ f. Having an exciting job   

 ❏ g. Making use of my talents/abilities

Profile Matching Matrix       

Appendix 1

Appendix 2

Q1 PROFILES
Q2 RESPONSES

a b c d e f g

a Christina Barrow - Medical Physicist ✔ ✔ ✔ - - - ✔

a Albin Gonzalez - Medical Physicist ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - - ✔

a Urszula Tajchman - Pediatric Cardiologist ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - ✔ -

a Melissa Lamberto - Medical Physicist ✔ ✔ - ✔ - ✔ -

a Stacey Benson - Managing Health Scientist ✔ ✔ ✔ - - ✔ -

a Alison Binkowski - Health Policy Analyst ✔ ✔ - - ✔ - ✔

b Allison Porter - Biophysics Technician - ✔ - ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

c Alice White - Materials Scientist ✔ - ✔ ✔ - ✔ ✔

d Nashwa Eassa - Nano-particle Physicist - ✔ - ✔ - ✔ ✔

d Kate Shaw - Experimental Particle Physicist ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - ✔ ✔

d Nadya Mason - Materials Physics Professor - - ✔ ✔ - ✔ ✔

d Jax Sanders - Professor, Interferometers & Gravitational Waves ✔ - ✔ ✔ - - -

d Lynett Rock - Physics & Math Professor, Math & Science Division Chair - ✔ - - ✔ ✔ ✔

After completing the Career Goals Pre-Survey, find which career profiles best fit your response using the table below. THIS STEP IS ONLY 
NECESSARY IF USING PAPER SURVEY AND PROFILES. IF USING ONLINE SURVEY, THE PROGRAM MATCHES PROFILES AUTOMATICALLY. 
See next page for instructions.

https://engage.aps.org/stepup/curriculum/careers/matching
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Profile Matching Matrix       APPENDIX 2

Q1 PROFILES
Q2 RESPONSES

a b c d e f g

e Kelle Cruz - Astrophysicist - - - ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

e Gabriela Gonzalez - Astrophysicist ✔ - ✔ ✔ - ✔ -

e Sara Seager - Astronomer and Planetary Scientist ✔ - ✔ - - - ✔

e Jessica Mink - Astronomical Software Developer - - ✔ ✔ - ✔ ✔

f Zahra Hussein - Site Reliability Engineer at Google ✔ - - ✔ - ✔ ✔

f Jessica Barrios - Structural Engineer ✔ - ✔ - ✔ ✔ ✔

f Sarah Ostrander - Senior Process Engineer - ✔ ✔ - - - ✔

f Paul Davis - Applications Engineer ✔ - ✔ ✔ - - ✔

f David Sullivan - Engineer ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - ✔

f Aaron Weiss - Prototype Engineer ✔ - ✔ ✔ - ✔ ✔

g Liz Kruesi - Freelance Science Writer - ✔ - - - ✔ ✔

g Kate McAlpine - Freelance Writer - - - ✔ - ✔ ✔

g Natalie Wolchover - Senior Writer and Editor at Quanta Magazine - - - ✔ ✔ ✔ -

h Elizabeth Hook-Rogers - Senior Consultant ✔ - - ✔ ✔ ✔ -

h Deborah Berebichez - Financial Risk Analyst ✔ - ✔ - - - ✔

h Amanda Joy McDonald - Actuary ✔ - ✔ - ✔ - ✔

h Deborah Moore – Environmental Consultant - ✔ - - ✔ ✔ ✔

h Maggie Seeds - Associate Consultant ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - ✔ ✔

i Ginger Kerrick - NASA Flight Director ✔ - - ✔ - ✔ ✔

i Nick Sneed - Management Consultant and Musician ✔ - ✔ ✔ - ✔ ✔

j Dianna Cowern - YouTuber ✔ ✔ - ✔ - ✔ ✔

j Laura Kasian - Production Technician/Software Engineer ✔ - ✔ - - ✔ ✔

j Erin Brady - Laboratory Manager - - - ✔ - ✔ ✔

k Summer Ash - Director of Outreach - ✔ - ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

k Katherine Freese - Physics Professor ✔ - ✔ - - ✔ ✔

k Evelynn Hammonds – History of Science Professor ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - ✔ ✔

k Jacqueline Benitez - Distance Learning Educator - ✔ - ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

k Yung Tae Kim - Skateboarding Physicist & Educator - ✔ - ✔ - ✔ ✔

k Mary Lee McJimsey -  High School Physics Teacher - ✔ - - ✔ ✔ ✔

k Marta Dark McNeese - Laser Science Professor - - ✔ ✔ - ✔ ✔

k Carlane Pittman - Director for Outreach ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - - ✔

k Adria Brown - Math and Science Teacher - ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - -

k Lucy Tamez - CEO & Founder of Bright & Smart ✔ ✔ - ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

l December Martin - Senior Project Manager in Biomedical Technology ✔ ✔ - ✔ - - ✔

l Cortney Weinbaum - Senior Management Scientist ✔ - ✔ - - - ✔

m Amy Ziegler - Intellectual Property Attorney ✔ - ✔ ✔ - ✔ -
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Step One
Look at responses to Question 1 (Q1, left-most column) and mark the rows that match your response.

EXAMPLE: Sally chooses e (Astronomy) and j (Arts/Media) for Q1. She then goes to the table and sees three choices for Q1e and two for 
Q1j. Once she highlights/circles the responses she moves on to the next step.

Step Two
From the groups marked in Step One, mark the columns noting the answers chosen for Question 2 (Q2, columns on the right) noting that ✔ 
indicates recommended profiles to read and “ - ” denotes a less relevant profile to read. 

EXAMPLE: For Q2, Sally picks b (helping other people), d (working with people), and e (having lots of family time). She then goes to the 
table and highlights or circles down the column matching her responses, taking note of every one that has a ✔.

Step Three
Once all the responses have been marked, tally up all the ✔ marks for each profile (across the row). The one which has the highest number 
of ✔ marks is the profile that is most recommended to read. If there are tied highest results, you may choose between any of those profiles 
to read. 

EXAMPLE: Sally highlights/circles her choices in yellow and sees that two profiles have the same number of ✔ marks. She then reads the 
job title of the profiles that have tied with the highest number of ✔ marks and chooses the one she finds most interesting.

HOW TO USE THE TABLE: 

Profile Matching Matrix Instructions       

Q1 PROFILES
Q2

a b c d e f g

e Kelle Cruz - Astrophysicist - ✔ - ✔ ✔ - ✔

e Gabriela Gonzalez - Astrophysicist ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - ✔ -

e Sara Seager - Astronomer and Planetary Scientist ✔ - ✔ - - - ✔

j Dianna Cowern - YouTuber ✔ ✔ - ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

j Laura Kasian - Production Technician/Software Engineer ✔ - ✔ - ✔ ✔ ✔

Q1 PROFILES
Q2

a b c d e f g

e Kelle Cruz - Astrophysicist - ✔ - ✔ ✔ - ✔

e Gabriela Gonzalez - Astrophysicist ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - ✔ -

e Sara Seager - Astronomer and Planetary Scientist ✔ - ✔ - - - ✔

j Dianna Cowern - YouTuber ✔ ✔ - ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

j Laura Kasian - Production Technician/Software Engineer ✔ - ✔ - ✔ ✔ ✔

Appendix 2 Continued
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Below are some sample Career Profiles. For full profiles please visit  
https://engage.aps.org/stepup/curriculum/careers

Sample Physicists Career Profiles       

Paul Davis - Applications Engineer
Paul Davis earned his bachelor’s degree in physics at Howard University, a historically Black university in 
Washington, D.C. He is employed through Corning, Inc., and works on a team of engineers who support a 
major customer that uses Corning optical fiber to manufacture fiber optic cable. This industrial job allows him to 
contribute to the development of important products for the company and their clients. Paul’s advice for students 
looking to follow on a similar path is to build a network with other students and professionals as “this can open 
doors.” He also encourages asking lots of questions to stay curious and constantly learning. Paul also suggests 
that aspiring engineers join technical and professional organizations and to make sure you “don’t stay in a job 
that isn’t meeting your needs.”

  spsnational.org/career-resources/physicist-profiles/paul-davis

Kelle Cruz - Astrophysicist
When Kelle Cruz was a teenager, she started to think about big philosophical questions, like “Why am I here?” 
and “What is it all about?” She remembers going camping, gazing at the stars, and wondering about questions 
like these. When she was a junior in high school, she decided she wanted to become an astronomer. Kelle 
studies spheres of gas that, unlike stars, never became large enough to create their own energy. Astronomers 
call these brown dwarfs and they are studied to better understand planets outside our solar system. She is an 
assistant professor at Hunter College in New York City where she teaches and continues her astronomy research. 
Kelle loves the independence that her degree in physics has given her. She gets to pick her activities based on 
personal choice and interests. She enjoys the freedom of essentially being her own boss. “I decided early on 
that I never wanted to make money by making other people money and my physics degree has enabled me to 
accomplish that goal,” she says. Kelle is the founder and Editor-in-Chief of the AstroBetter blog which shares tips 
and tricks for astronomers.

  aps.org/careers/physicists/profiles/cruz.cfm 

Nashwa Eassa - Nanoparticle Physicist 
Nashwa Eassa has a Master of Science in Material Physics and Nanotechnology and is pursuing a postdoctoral 
fellowship in nano-photonics, which is the study of light on very small scales. She founded Sudanese Women in 
Science, an organization dedicated to “increasing effectiveness and participation of Sudanese women in science 
and technology at all levels and to enforce the role of women in development.” In Sudan, more women pursue 
sciences in higher education institutions than men; however, there are very few women scientists involved in 
leadership roles. Nashwa wants to help change that.

Nashwa won the Elsevier Foundation Award for Early Career Women Scientists in the Developing World in 
2015 for her research in nanoparticle physics. She is an assistant professor of physics at Al Neelain University in 
Khartoum, Sudan, and is currently collaborating on a project that aims to sanitize water using sunlight. 

  cpb-us-e1.wpmucdn.com/blogs.uoregon.edu/dist/9/13268/files/2016/07/Eassa-bio-19ox3va.pdf

Katherine Freese - Physics Professor
Katherine Freese is a Professor of Physics at the University of Michigan. She studies dark matter and dark energy 
and was one of the first to propose how to detect dark matter. Her idea has come to life: The IceCube Neutrino 
Observatory at the South Pole in Antarctica has thousands of sensors to try to detect dark matter in our galaxy. 
Recently, Katherine proposed that dark stars, fueled by dark matter instead of hydrogen gas like normal stars, 
may exist. Despite the current state of the world, Katherine has hope for the future of humanity based on the fact 
that “humans are very smart. We can think not only of solutions to problems but also are capable of remarkable 
insights and inventions. The same drive that pushes us to explore our Earth, to head into space, and to think 
about the Cosmos, has given us the brainpower to survive and I hope it always will.”

  en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Katherine_Freese 

APPENDIX 3

https://engage.aps.org/stepup/curriculum/careers
http://spsnational.org/career-resources/physicist-profiles/paul-davis
http://aps.org/careers/physicists/profiles/cruz.cfm
https://sudannextgen.com/members/sudanese-women-in-science-organization-swso/
https://sudannextgen.com/members/sudanese-women-in-science-organization-swso/
https://www.cdc.gov/healthywater/global/household-water-treatment/solardisinfection.html
https://cpb-us-e1.wpmucdn.com/blogs.uoregon.edu/dist/9/13268/files/2016/07/Eassa-bio-19ox3va.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Katherine_Freese
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Personal Career Profile Planning Outline      

Name: Date:

PART 1: Use this sheet to plan YOUR career profile. Use your matched scientist and additional research to 
complete information about YOUR desired STEM career.

I want to pursue a career in:

In this career I will focus on:

What do you hope to contribute or accomplish through your career choice? (How will you help the world or 
contribute to society?)

APPENDIX 4
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Personal Career Profile Planning Outline      

I need the following skills (What skills or traits do you need in order to pursue this career?):

Based on what you learned from the physicist profiles, what are the ways you could achieve this career with a 
degree in physics? (How can a degree in physics lead you into this career or support your growth in this career?)
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Personal Career Profile       

Name: Date:

PART 2:  Using the information you documented in Part 1, create a profile of your future self that achieves your 
career goals with a degree in physics. Imagine that this profile will be read by students like you to illustrate that 
physics can help them achieve their goals. Use the template below (2 page maximum). 

Name
Career Title

[Insert a picture of YOU that relates to your career]

WHO I AM
[Describe who you are and aspects of your background that are important to you.]

WHY PHYSICS
[Give a brief personal background including how you became interested in 
physics, the degree(s) you earned, and the steps you took to reach your career 
through physics.]

USING PHYSICS
[Describe the skills and traits from your physics degree that you use in your career. 
Describe ways that you have contributed to your field, or ways your work benefits 
others, or interesting projects/accomplishments that have occurred in your career.]

ADVICE FOR STUDENTS
[Suggest ways for students to pursue their career goals using a physics degree, 
what they may not know about physics, etc.]
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Rubric for Personal Career Pofiles    

CATEGORY TARGET 
(1 POINT)

DOES NOT MEET TARGET 
(0 POINTS) TOTAL

Picture Student includes a picture of themselves, 
preferably illustrating their career.

Student picture is not included.

Who I Am Describes: (i) meaningful aspects of their 
background, (ii) what is important to them.

Missing one or both of the following: (i) 
aspects of their background, (ii) what is 
important to them.

Why Physics Incorporates: (i) how they became interested in 
physics, (ii) the degree(s) they earned, (iii) steps 
they took to reach their career using physics.

Missing multiple parts of the following: (i) 
how they became interested in physics, 
(ii) the degree(s) they earned, and (iii) 
steps they took to reach their career using 
physics.

Using Physics Includes: (i) skills and traits from a physics degree 
that they use in their career, (ii) ways that they 
have contributed (e.g. to their field, to benefit 
others, interesting projects/accomplishments).

Missing one or both of the following: (i) 
skills and traits from a physics degree that 
they use in their career, (ii) ways that they 
have contributed.

Advice for 
Students

Describes: (i) ways for students to pursue their 
career goals using a physics degree, (ii) what they 
may not know about physics.

Missing one or both of the following: (i) 
ways for students to pursue their career 
goals using a physics degree, (ii) what they 
may not know about physics.

Overall (Bonus) Excellent descriptions and visual presentation of 
their profile. This is definitely one to post in class!

Descriptions or visual presentation 
need work.

TOTAL (OUT OF 5)
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Sample Career Profile #1
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Sample Career Profile #2
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Physics Careers Presentation       APPENDIX 5


